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Why is this work 
important?



A design approach enables policymakers 
to challenge their own biases and 
assumptions about how people interact 
with policies and test different 
solutions to understand what works.



In the UK, there are over 23,000 
policymakers1 working to support 
ministers to develop policy.

Our purpose is to inspire the policy 
community by demonstrating next 
practice and growing a network of 
innovators across government.

1 Civil Service Statistics 2019

Policy Lab X Geospatial Commission 
project to open a discussion around the 
evidence for the National Geospatial 
Strategy between the policy team and their 
partner bodies. (2018).
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Applied ethnography
A research approach that anchors policy 
design in the deep understanding of people 
and their everyday lives

Pauline Carnet  Senior Ethnographer



We apply ethnography to 
the policymaking context.

Observation is key. 
Ethnographers observe 
what people do, hear what 
they say, ask questions and 
produce rich accounts that 
reflect all this. 



We sometimes mix 
ethnography with other 
qualitative research 
methods, such as 
timeline interviews. 

Policy Lab X Home Office
Project about Refugees Integration (2019)



We have adapted our 
ethnographic research methods 
to social distancing restrictions, 
using a mix of remote 
semi-structured interviews 
and remote diaries. 

Policy Lab X Cabinet Office
Project about the impact of Covid-19 
pandemic (2020)



● To  Explore a wide range of 
issues and viewpoints - when 
policymakers need to define 
their policy challenges

● To Focus on specific questions - 
when policymakers have a clear 
idea of their policy challenges

● To Evaluate a policy

What do we 
use applied 
ethnography 
for?



● To  understand the ‘why’ and the ‘how’ 
behind the ‘what’ provided by big data

● To uncover the difference between 
what people say they do and what 
they actually do

● To mitigate the effects of the ‘echo 
chamber’ policymakers tend to work 
in, and connect these with people 
affected by their policies

● To support dialogue and collaboration 
across departments

Why is 
applied 
ethnography 
useful for 
policymaking ?



Speculative design
A design approach that brings to life future 
scenarios with the aim of provoking debate

Nina Cutler  Speculative Designer
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Policy Lab X GO-Science X Strange telemetry 
Collaborating with design research consultancy 
Strange Telemetry, images of alternative futures 
about work in an ageing population were presented to 
the public to engage people in a debate. Findings were 
fed back to the  GO-Science Foresight project on the 
Future of Ageing. 



Policy Lab X HMCTS
Created a set of provocative stories on the 
future of Open Justice in a digital world as 
part of focus groups with citizens.



Policy Lab X Maritime and 
Coastguard Agency
Exhibited a set of speculative 
maritime signalling flags at London 
International Shipping Week 2019 
(LISW), inviting a conversation 
between industry and regulators 
about the future of ubiquitous 
autonomous vessels. 





Adapting to Covid 19
Remote, participatory 
world-building session 
using Google Jamboard 
(example).  . 



Policy making is future world-building
Speculative design can help identify what kind 
of world people want and what they do not, and 
empower people to take ownership of that. 

Policy spaces are complex and messy
Speculative design can make a topic engaging 
without overly reducing its complexity. 

Policy can evoke strong emotions
Speculative design can be a safe space to 
actively and critically reflect on the conditions 
of the present. 

Why is 
speculative 
design 
useful for 
policymaking ?



Systems mapping
An approach that helps make sense of 
complex, ambiguous information by  
showing relationships and dependencies

Becky Miller  Service Designer



● Show connections, 
relationships, power dynamics

● Show feedback loops 
(cause / effect)

● Connect silos

● Make information visible

● Invite more meaningful 
conversations eg. goals and 
rules of a system
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How might Yellowstone National 
Park ecosystem be restored?

Image: Christian Lucas



Planting 
more trees?

Image: Christian Lucas



Reintroducing 
predators?

Image: Christian Lucas



Image: Adrian Stier UC Santa Barbara's 
National Center for Ecological Analysis 

and Synthesis



How might we prevent floods in 
rural villages?

Image: Chris Gallagher



Building 
flood 
defenses?

Image: Damson Wam



Reintroduce 
beavers?

Image: Christian Lucas



Image: Stacy Passmore
Without beavers With beavers

Beaver dams



Systems maps allow us to better see how 
a specific outcome we are working 
towards fits into a wider system - 
especially what it affects and what it is 
affected by. 

This gives us a better chance of 
identifying the root or structural causes 
of a problem, and the unintentional 
consequences of any given action.

In practice...



How might we decarbonised the 
UK’s industrial sector?

Policy Lab, University College London, Department for 
Business Energy and Industrial Strategy, 2019

Image: Wim Van T Einde

In practice...



System mapping
(In-person)

● Group workshop setting
● Whiteboards + post-its
● Coloured marker pens

1x lead facilitator
2+ support facilitators
Plenty of time



System mapping (remote)

● Group or individual
● Semi-structured interview or 

ice-breaker  (context setting)
● Remote digital system mapping 

exercise (various tools)



Synthesis

● Dynamic visualization tools: 
Miro, LucidChart, Google 
Draw

● Data-driven dynamic 
visualisation tools: Kumu, 
Graph Commons

● Custom visualisation tools: 
Adobe Illustrator



Synthesis

● Policy gaps
● Policy duplication

● Reinforcing loops

● Unintended consequences
● ‘Spillover benefits’



Review and iteration

● How to read the map
● Key / legend
● Share for review, 

comment, iteration
● Reuse during the 

project as a point of 
reference for new 
insights, evaluation



Policy spaces are complex and messy
Systems mapping can make help untangle 
complexity, visualise relationships and facilitate 
more meaningful discussions 

Mental model confrontation 
Bring the current mental model (or understanding of 
the system) to the surface to challenge 
assumptions, and show gaps in knowledge or 
opportunity spaces

Policy challenges cut across silos / departments
Systems mapping is department/team agnostic - it 
gives a holistic picture of a problem space and 
encourages collaborative working, ideas and 
solutions. 

Why is 
systems 
mapping 
useful for policy 
making ?
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